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Abstract. The recovery of marine plastic litter has been recently recog-
nised as one of the world greatest environmental challenge. While many
recent initiatives are oriented towards the recovery of micro plastics,
there is still a need for the development of observation and in situ ca-
pabilities that will provide appropriate positional data to combat such
critical pollution phenomenon. The experimental research developed in
this paper introduces a methodology for geo-locating and collecting plas-
tic wastes in a maritime environment. The approach is spatially and
temporally-based in the sense plastic wastes are tracked over time ac-
cording to some meteorological conditions (i.e., winds, currents, tides).
Overall, predicting plastic waste displacements constitutes a first step
to an optimization process whose objective is to collect plastic debris in
littoral zones using a dedicated ship.

Keywords: Marine Litter · Macro-plastic · Trajectory prediction · Route
optimisation.

1 Introduction

Plastic pollution is considered as a major environmental problem [1], with three
trillion of plastic wastes populating the oceans, weighting about 322 million
tons[2]. This growing accumulation in seas and oceans constitutes a major risk
for the marine ecosystems [3], particularly because of its introduction into the
food chain. Furthermore, it has been observed that anthropogenic marine debris
may cause physical harms to humans when debris is ingested via seafood [4].
Last, marine plastic pollution also has a significant impact on tourism in coastal
environments. Plastics are mainly produced from substances extracted from oil
and natural gas. First highlighted for their remarkable mechanical properties,
these materials are now suffering from the problematic of their end of life due
to their slow degradation. During the wearing process, plastics fragment, spread
in nature and take 500 to 1000 years to decompose [5].

Plastic waste can be categorised according to their dimensions, and into
three types: macro-plastic, meso-plastic and micro-plastic [6], EU [7], NOAA [8].
A distinction can be made between micro-plastics for plastic debris sizing less
than 5mm, meso-plastics for dimensions between 5mm and 2.5 cm and macro-
plastics for plastic debris larger than 2.5 cm. However, it has been observed that
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researches dealing with marine plastic pollution mainly concerns micro-wastes.
[9] [10].

The objective of our preliminary research is to introduce a methodology to
first observe, model and map macro-plastic phenomena at sea, and that will
facilitate the recovery of large floating macro-plastic areas in coastal marine
environments. Macro-plastics are generally large plastic elements such as bags,
water bottles or fishing equipment. The main idea behind our study is to com-
bine different observation resources (i.e., high resolution satellite data) with in
situ observations in order to provide a decision-aid mechanism for a recovery
ship whose objective will be to collect and recover large plastic areas in coastal
environments. Such large plastic patches are generated by convergence of oceano-
graphic currents and meteorological conditions in the ocean and which have been
already observed and studied [11][12][13]. Indeed, coastal areas are appropriate
targets, especially close to river mouths, as it has been observed that each year
rivers discharge about 2 million tons of plastic waste [5].

Before being collected, macro-plastic should be identified and monitored.
So far two main means of observation can be operated such as remote sensing
techniques using conventional or radar images or in situ observations. However,
and to the best of our knowledge, still not completely convincing approaches have
been developed to successfully observe and track macro-plastic areas over time
in marine areas. This motivates our search for an integrated approach, based
on a combination of high-resolution satellite data with in situ observations. A
data modelling and optimisation framework is developed, and whose objective
is to track macro-plastic areas overs time and to visualise them in a dynamic
cartographical environment. The final objective is to optimise a ship trajectory
to collect those plastic macro-waste taking into account their drift.

The remain of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
data acquisition sources and provides details of a marine observation proto-
col. Section 3 presents extracting and monitoring approach and the underlying
database model. Section 4 develop two drift models depending on marine cur-
rents applied to floating waste, the first one proposed is deterministic while the
second one is stochastic to handle conditions uncertainty and variability at sea,
the objective being to optimise ship trajectories when recovering marine floating
plastic. Section 5 presents a case study that illustrates the collection model while
Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future developments.

2 Marine waste patches observation and recovery

The main principles of the derivation of an optimal route to efficiently collect
plastic waste at sea are described in the following figure 1. This requires first
of all (1) a data model for the recovery and management of waste patch geo-
located data. Secondly (2) the data model must take into account fusion and
update aspects while different observation sources are available and waste patch
are constantly moving due to currents and winds. (3) An extraction of a plastic-
waste density map moving according with a drift model of the waste patch. This
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process should also be involved in the regular update an underlying database.
Finally (4) a decision support algorithm to derive the most favourable route to
collect as much as possible plastic wastes while taking into account the limited
range of a vessel. A series of contextual parameters will be taken into account
such as the amount of collected plastic, the time of sailing or the energy consumed
by the boat (i.e., an optimised route would avoid currents and bad weather
conditions).

Fig. 1. Observing and collecting macro-plastic wastes at sea: main principles

It clearly appears that a combination of complementary observation meth-
ods is necessary in order to model and track waste patches at sea [14]. Indeed,
each observation technology provides a specific information mean to be recov-
ered at different resolutions (as well as at variable costs). In the case of plastic
waste at sea, aerial or satellite images allow, for example, a relative evaluation
of the location and estimation of the surface area of a floating waste patch.
While the temporal resolution is limited by the orbit characteristics for satel-
lite images and the availability of satellite images, for airborne systems a data
acquisition implies the planning of an observation campaign this being not al-
ways easy and probably a relatively costly operation. Moreover, satellite orbits
considerably vary considerably (i.e., from a few days to 1 month); aircraft are
generally limited to about ten flight hours, and about thirty hours for drones.
Weather constraints are also a constraint for all optical observation instruments
but less so when it comes to microwaves [14]. Due to many different types and
size of plastics, solutions based on satellite and airborne remote sensing tools for
assessing ocean plastic pollution are not completely efficient when applied alone.
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However, remote sensing technologies with moderate to high temporal, spectral
and spatial resolutions have the potential to be a reliable source of quantita-
tive and qualitative information at wide geographical scale [15]. In [16], a first
step towards floating marine macro plastics using hyperspectral remote sensing
algorithm is developed, due to the unique spectral signature of polymers in near-
infrared part of electromagnetic spectrum. High resolution photo have been used
in coastal detection in [17] and [18] for instance. Overall, and as a complete tem-
poral availability of high resolution images is not a guarantee, complementary in
situ additional observation data is required. Last, and as tracking plastic waste
areas is a key issue for recovery missions, such integrated observations should be
therefore and ideally coupled with oceanographic drift models.

An efficient way to collect detailed information on the characteristics of float-
ing waste is by in situ observation surveys. Recently, a data acquisition protocol
for marine macro-plastic collection and waste-to-energy transformation has been
suggested 3. Voluntary observations come from crews on ships. The surveys are in
paper format but a willing to develop a numerical format is under consideration,
with the objective to provide an open database. Three observation situations of
floating waste patches are defined according to the possibilities of the crew and
the vessel. Considering the speed of the boat and the willing of people on board
to report information, an observation can be a rapid visual estimation of the
waste, by completing a general observation sheet and taking photos or videos in
the basic case. this gives a succession of GPS-based location in a more refined
case with information about distance between the boat and the waste. Finally,
some other information can be provided concerning the waste composition.

Fig. 2. Extract of The SeaCleaners observation sheet, material classification based on
TSG-ML report

The nature of the waste contained in floating debris patch can be recorded
via these surveys. Six major families of floating waste have been categorised by
the TSG-ML (Technical Subgroup On Marine Litter under the Marine Strategy

3 https://www.theseacleaners.org/en
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Framework Directive) and the OSPAR Commission [7]. The waste categories in-
cludes rubber, clothing/textiles, paper/cardboard, treated/worked wood, metals
and plastic materials. Plastic wastes can also be classified in subcategories as fol-
lows (cf. figure 2), according to their nature plastic elements can not be treated
in the same way.

3 Extraction methodology and data management for
collecting plastic macro-waste at sea

3.1 Challenges for wastes patches tracking at sea

Accordingly, several issues should be considered in relation with the respective
data sources.

– Data quality. A first issue concerns data quality as incoming information
could be incomplete or uncertain according to the data or observation source.
For instance, for in situ information, the exact position of the waste could be
imprecise but the observation can provide information concerning the waste
patch composition. On contrary, data from satellites provides better infor-
mation concerning the spatial extent of the waste patch but information for
the composition could be incomplete. Those differences of quality necessitate
fusion mechanisms to characterize a waste patch.

– Data fusion. A second issue concerns data comparison and fusion. Indeed,
for a same macro-waste, different observations from different sources could
have been done. However this implies to determine to which degree two given
observations are related to the same waste patch by finding some similarities
between observations that can be cross-related. Those similarities concern
the spatial extent and the general composition of waste patch and to com-
pare information in accordance with currents and meteorological conditions.
The merging process depends on the quality of collected data (i.e., imagery
process for remote sensor and observation condition for in situ observations).
The registration of images acquired by different sensors is a challenging task,
as it requires space and time registration and synchronisation. However many
works have been developed for tracking object issues, methods used to tackle
these problem are for instance the contour or any invariant feature detec-
tion or similarity measure relying on mutual information [24]. In the case of
asynchronous time data collection, a prediction of movement is also needed.

– Data and synopsis update. This information fusion may be performed and
extended using specific mechanisms to identify redundant or complementary
information concerning one waste patch and update the database regularly.
Some approaches so-called hybrid (i.e., merging results extracted from data
stored in database with streaming data) could be useful [25], for continuously
integrating new data in the database as well as updating synopses related
to specific queries (i.e., density map of waste patch at sea).
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3.2 A data model for macro-waste plastic observation

As previously mentioned, waste patch geo-location data can be integrated by
complementary protocols: from image data recorded by satellites, aircrafts and
drones to in situ observations. As illustrated by figure 3, different complemen-
tary data sources are available for geo-locating macro-plastic areas (i.e., in situ
visual observation, satellite or aerial images). Firstly, such data can be collected
from the analysis of image data, using either satellite or aerial images from
which, using analysis and filtering methods, the locations of plastic macro-waste
can be extracted and approximated. As far as the location and associated se-
mantic data are associated, the objective is to setup a visual and cartographic
application that will provide basic elements (geo-location, surface of the macro-
waste, approximate composition of marine litter) that can be even completed
by some additional contextual data (e.g., photographs, comments). As waste
patches are very likely to exhibit elements of different nature (e.g., clothes, pa-
per, cardboard), documenting these compositions is also taken into account by
the different composition tables identified by our model (i.e., other categories
of marine litter exists, but we have only considered rubber and plastic elements
for simplicity purposes). The following diagram describes the database model
used for observing the distribution of marine litters and more specifically plastic
macro-wastes at sea (figure 3).

For each observation, a polygon (or a point as a first consideration) that
denotes a waste patch at a given observation time should be identified and
recorded in the database. The extent and description observed for a given macro
waste depends on the mean of observation. The model can associate two (or
more) observations taken at different times when their their respective positions
can be cross-related and if their characteristics provide sufficient similarities.

The data model for an assimilation of waste patch data has been defined
and implemented within PostGIS. This favours further visualizations of waste
patches according to their composition and spatial properties over time using
appropriate queries. Those queries are more specifically density queries. For in-
stance, a useful case is to have the location of all macro-wastes with a higher
percentage of plastic and with a significant extent. For visualizations purposes,
different layers can be considered according to the composition of the macro-
wastes for instance.

3.3 Visualization of geolocated plastic macro-wastes at sea

The degree of plastic related to a marine litter, its drift/distance speed and
weather conditions may influence the capability to recover an observed macro-
waste. Indeed, marine litters with a strong plastic composition will be preferred
because of the pyrolysis system on board the boat, marine litter moving away
from the ship’s range or present in unfavourable navigation areas will be ne-
glected.

The implemented QGIS database supports queries and visualizations that
can implicitly explain some emerging characteristics such as the nature of marine
litters, their dimensions and drift according to currents.
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Fig. 3. Data model for macro-waste plastic observation at sea

Figure 4 illustrates the macro-waste present (in pink on the map) whose
plastic concentration is relatively high. The white spaces represent macro-wastes
in accordance with their spatial extent. The purple areas represent the areas for
which the currents are low and for which the macro-waste present shouldn’t
move so much.

This map provides basic information on the distribution of these elements
at sea, as well as their composition and surface area, this being useful for a
first visualization of these wastes. However, the previous requests only supports
visualization of the distribution of these macro-wastes without taking into ac-
count their drift, particularly in relation to meteorological and oceanographic
elements. In the following part, a current drift estimation method is then pro-
posed to generate a probability map at a time t+ δ.

4 Drift prediction model of floating debris affected by
marine currents

In this section two methods for evaluating marine currents are introduced. The
first one is deterministic and the floating debris move along the current direction,
while the second one discussed is stochastic to take into account the high vari-
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Fig. 4. Distribution of plastic macro-waste at sea near Brest

ability of conditions at sea. The two methods are then applied and compared to
determine the one which corresponds better to the movement of floating debris.
The objective is to propose a preliminary trajectory of floating waste patches in
order to plan a navigation route to collect them. The main principles of the pre-
sented methods are to follow current direction. A similar method has been used
in [22] where a simple estimation of particle displacement with time is derived
from its last known position driven by the background ocean surface currents
derived from the nearest data grid assuming negligible waves and wind-induced
leeway effect. This method is itself similar to the conventional progressive vector
diagram which has been used to estimate transport in the coastal ocean from
velocity and time series [20]. These methods have been used in the context of
search and rescue application, they provide a rapid response to the recovery of
a missing person at sea. In this paper two methods to derive current from data
with the same approach type are presented in the next subsections.

Definition 1: Floating waste patch. A patch A is defined as a polygon, its
centroid is denoted C, localised by its latitude and longitude, LatC and LongC,
and L and l the length and width of the waste patch.
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As a first hypothesis, if the wasted patch is affected by marine currents, the
drift is considered to be applied on its centroid.

Definition 2: Regular grid. A regular grid denoted G is used to define the
region of interest with a size cell noted Sizecell. Each point of the grid, Pi, area
the location where the current are known for each time Tj taken at a regular time
step, meaning Tj+1 − Tj is constant.

The Sizecell value is chosen according to the phenomena to observe. In this
case, the resolution of the grid is determined by current data provided by SHOM
4. Data currents are denoted as C(Pi, Tj), and they are composed by their ve-
locities V (Pi, Tj) and directions A(Pi, Tj) at the points Pi and time Tj .

In the next section, C(p, t) denotes the current which characteristics are
needed. Pp/n is denoted as the nth nearest points of p. In the case of a regular
grid n = 4, actually the four points of the cell in which p is located. If the data is
usually given according to a regular grid, the proposed method may be applied
to different grid resolutions by modulating the number of nearest points. The
distance between p to Pp/n is denoted Dn.

4.1 Deterministic process for spatio-temporal current estimation

With this method the calculation of C(p, t) begins with two spatial interpola-
tions performed between the four current data points of the cell Pp/n=1..4 at the
time Tj and Tj+1 with Tj < t < T + j, figure 5.

The first spatial interpolation at Tj is computed as follows:

C(p, Tj) = 1∑n

i=1
1/Di

.
∑n

i=1
1
Di
.C(Pp/i, Tj) with i ∈ {1, .., 4}

A temporal interpolation is finally performed to compute C(p, t) between the
two spatial interpolations at C(p, Tj) and C(p, Tj + 1).

However, a linear interpolation may not describe the current flow correctly,
particularly in shallow waters where the bathymetry for instance may largely
affect the current characteristics from an observation data point to another.
Instead, a stochastic method is proposed, where the floating waste is subject to
be affected by a single current data point.

4.2 Stochastic process for spatio-temporal current estimation

In this stochastic process, four temporal interpolations are made between Tj
and Tj+1 for the points Pp/n=1..4 in order to obtain the currents C(Pp/n=1..4, t).
Instead of performing a spatial interpolation between these four currents, the

4 https://www.shom.fr/
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Fig. 5. Estimation of marine current at time t and location p

current values are affected accordingly to a single data current data point fol-
lowing a probability law:

Prob{C(Pp/k, t)} = 1∑n

i=1
1/Di

1
Dk

with n = 4 and k ∈ {1, ., n}

This method generates a corridor that denotes the possible presence of waste
over a period time. The corridor is obtained by plotting a large number of pos-
sible waste trajectories, figure 6. This figure shows a set of probable trajectories
for floating waste where trajectories have been derived by the method introduced
above. This corridor shape of the trajectory can be explain by the location of
the waste in open sea where the difference of current characteristic between two
data point is very low (current vectors almost parallel). If the waste is located
in coastal zone, in shallow water, near island where the current are affected by
low bathymetry, trajectories be more diffused.

4.3 Intersection estimation between ship and floating debris
trajectories

A first model of the ship behaviour and displacement is considered to model the
collection of floating waste at sea. The boat direction to the waste is assumed as
a straight line. This course is actually named ground track. The surface road is
composed by the current drift and the ground track. The distance travelled by
the ship, between its initial position and the waste, is calculated over a set of
time intervals {T, T + 1}, for each time interval the current velocity is estimated
(see section 4.2) to obtain the drift velocity due to the current. The real heading,
the corrective course to steer sets by the navigator to compensate the drift and
move towards the waste in a straight line, is also calculated, figure 7. Currents
coming from the stern of the vessel will therefore tend to increase the navigation
distance, while those coming from the bow will decrease ship velocity. A constant
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Fig. 6. Plot of 1000 trajectories with the ’stochastic’ method in magenta, the green
points represent the last position of waste after 12 hours drift. The trajectory with the
interpolation method is given in black.

cruising speed is also assumed for the vessel velocity.

Fig. 7. Route followed by a ship subject to a marine current

The intersection calculation between the ship and the waste patches tra-
jectories is performed according to the algorithm 1. As a similar way to the
displacement of the waste, with a time step calculation, the new position of the
ship and the current characteristics affecting the vessel are estimated. As the
vessel speed is significantly higher than the current velocity, the time step for
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calculating the vessel trajectory is lower than that the one used to calculate the
floating debris.

Algorithm 1 Intersection computing
Wit : Waste i position at t
Bt : Ship position at t
δt: time step
CT : last collect time
t = 0, CT = 0
while Wi are not collected do

t = t + δt
calculate Wit
for each Wi do

calculate distance ship/waste: DWit/Bt

end for
Select nearest waste: Wnear with DWnear/B = min(DWit/Bt)
Calculate possible shipping distance towards Wnear between t and CT : Dnav

if DWnear/B = Dnav then
Go collect Wnear

Bt = Wneart
CT = t

end if
end while

5 Application case

To illustrate the behaviour of floating debris and ship trajectory models, as
well as the recovery algorithm, a case study in the Iroise Sea, North West part
of France, has been developed. Current data are provided by SHOM (Service
Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine) around the Brest area in the
Iroise Sea. The mesh size used is approximately 700 meters in accordance with
the file format provided by SHOM. One thousand waste drift simulations around
Brest have been run using the stochastic method presented above. Depending
on the distribution of the marine litter for each of the simulations, a density
probability map was generated (see Figure 8). Considering the number of times
a macro-waste patch lies in a cell, a score is attributed to this cell. In the map, the
color of the cells corresponds to the score of presence for a plastic macro-waste
in order to visualize the probability of presence for plastic macro-waste.

The interest of such a map is multiple, it allows first of all to take into account
the limit of our plastic drift model by integrating a random dimension. It then
allows us to have an approximation of the distribution of waste, better than
previous visualisations with QGIS which only allowed us to have a rendering
of the marine litter at observation time. Finally, this map is the first essential
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Fig. 8. Example of density map derived from four floating debris at sea

element before setting up an algorithm to determine the best route for the boat
to optimize the quantity of plastics collected.

In a second case, a ship navigating from the South must collect four waste
patches of floating debris. This area is well known for its particular and strong
tidal currents (particularly in the vicinity of the islands and islets).

Figure 9 shows the position of the waste at the initial time (red cross), their
trajectory over a period of 12 hours (black lines), the position of the vessel at ini-
tial time (green cross), its trajectory (green line) and respectively the collection
points of waste (intersection of the trajectories of waste and the vessel) in green
and magenta, for a vessel subject and not subject to currents. The tendency of
the waste trajectory to turn back is due to the inversion of tidal currents every
6 hours approximately in the region (semi-diurnal tide). By considering a navi-
gation speed of 5 m/s, the waste patches are collected 2 hours and 6 minutes, 4
hours and 24 minutes, 7 hours and 42 minutes and 9 hours after the initial time.

The initial time is taken 6 hours before high tide (beginning of the flow
tide), the current is favourable to the ship, collecting the first two waste patches
faster than a ship that would be not affected by current. About 6 hours later,
the current reverses (beginning of the ebb tide). The ship is mainly subject to
counter flow, the waste collection times are delayed compared to a ship that
would not be subject to current.
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Fig. 9. Example of a ship trajectory for waste patch plastic collection

6 Conclusion

An integrated approach for the observation and recovery of plastic waste in
marine environments has been developed in this paper. The approach is based
on an dual extraction mechanism and a database model that allows to monitor
and visualize the movement of macro plastic at sea. Two methods of current
estimation have then been proposed, one called deterministic, which evaluates
the velocity and direction of the current by spatial and temporal interpolations,
while another called stochastic is applied according to a probability law. Finally,
a first model of the boat’s behaviour for the collection of waste patch at sea has
been proposed in order to build optimal routes taking into account the current
and the reduced capacities of the boat used.

Future work may include additional data (e.g., winds, tides) to refine and
improve the plastic garbage drift model both at the observation and recovery
steps. This drift model take a specific place in the process of data merging that
also need to be developed. Also the model of macro-waste trajectory following
its centröıd for its displacement may find its limits if the macro-waste considered
is too large. Another alternative could be to consider a macro-waste as a subdi-
vision of macro-wastes when it is too large, so a macro-waste can be split into
several parts or merged with others. Different weights according to the quality
of the observation and mechanisms to determine the identification of the same
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patch for two different observations might be also applied. Finally, the character-
istics of the vessel must be taken into account (as well as collaboration between
different vessels), in particular to estimate the vessel’s sailing time, as well as
the current when the vessel moves in order to be able to route the vessel as
efficiently as possible.
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our understating of plastic debris issues in oceans.
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